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ReviewReview

►► Database A container (usually a file or set of files) Database A container (usually a file or set of files) 

to store organized data.to store organized data.

►►Misuse Causes Confusion People often use the Misuse Causes Confusion People often use the 

term database to refer to the database software term database to refer to the database software 

they are running. This is incorrect, and it is a they are running. This is incorrect, and it is a 

source of much confusion. Database software is source of much confusion. Database software is 

actually called the Database Management System actually called the Database Management System 

(or DBMS). The database is the container created (or DBMS). The database is the container created 

and manipulated via the DBMS. and manipulated via the DBMS. 
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►► Table A structured list of data of a specific type.Table A structured list of data of a specific type.

►► Every table in a database has a name that Every table in a database has a name that 

identifies it. That name is always unique meaning identifies it. That name is always unique meaning 

no other table in that database can have the same no other table in that database can have the same 

name.name.

►► Schema Information about database and table Schema Information about database and table 

layout and properties layout and properties 

►► Column A single field in a table. All tables are Column A single field in a table. All tables are 

made up of one or more columns made up of one or more columns 
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►► Datatype A type of allowed data. Every table Datatype A type of allowed data. Every table 
column has an associated datatype that restricts column has an associated datatype that restricts 
(or allows) specific data in that column (or allows) specific data in that column 

►► Row A record in a table Row A record in a table 

►► Primary Key A column (or set of columns) whose Primary Key A column (or set of columns) whose 
values uniquely identify every row in a table.values uniquely identify every row in a table.

►► Always Define Primary Keys Although primary keys Always Define Primary Keys Although primary keys 
are not actually required, most database designers are not actually required, most database designers 
ensure that every table they create has a primary ensure that every table they create has a primary 
key so future data manipulation is possible and key so future data manipulation is possible and 
manageable manageable 
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►►Any column in a table can be established as Any column in a table can be established as 

the primary key, as long as it meets the the primary key, as long as it meets the 

following conditions:following conditions:

�� No two rows can have the same primary key No two rows can have the same primary key 

value.value.

�� Every row must have a primary key value Every row must have a primary key value 

(primary key columns may not allow NULL (primary key columns may not allow NULL 

values).values).
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►► Primary Key Best Practices In addition to the rules Primary Key Best Practices In addition to the rules 

that MySQL enforces, several universally accepted that MySQL enforces, several universally accepted 

best practices that should be adhered to arebest practices that should be adhered to are

�� Don't update values in primary key columns.Don't update values in primary key columns.

�� Don't reuse values in primary key columns.Don't reuse values in primary key columns.

�� Don't use values that might change in primary key Don't use values that might change in primary key 

columns. (For example, when you use a name as a columns. (For example, when you use a name as a 

primary key to identify a supplier, you would have to primary key to identify a supplier, you would have to 

change the primary key when the supplier merges and change the primary key when the supplier merges and 

changes its name.)changes its name.)
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►► SQL is a language designed specifically for SQL is a language designed specifically for 
communicating with databases. communicating with databases. 

►► SQL is not a proprietary language used by specific SQL is not a proprietary language used by specific 
database vendors. Almost every major DBMS database vendors. Almost every major DBMS 
supports SQLsupports SQL

►► SQL is easy to learn. The statements are all made SQL is easy to learn. The statements are all made 
up of descriptive English words, and there aren't up of descriptive English words, and there aren't 
that many of them.that many of them.

►► Despite its apparent simplicity, SQL is actually a Despite its apparent simplicity, SQL is actually a 
very powerful language, and by cleverly using its very powerful language, and by cleverly using its 
language elements you can perform very complex language elements you can perform very complex 
and sophisticated database operations.and sophisticated database operations.
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String Datatypes String Datatypes 

►► CHAR FixedCHAR Fixed--length string from 1 to 255 chars long. Its size length string from 1 to 255 chars long. Its size 
must be specified at create time, or MySQL assumes must be specified at create time, or MySQL assumes 
CHAR(1).CHAR(1).

►► ENUM Accepts one of a predefined set of up to 64K strings.ENUM Accepts one of a predefined set of up to 64K strings.

►► LONGTEXT Same as TEXT, but with a maximum size of LONGTEXT Same as TEXT, but with a maximum size of 
4GB.4GB.

►► MEDIUMTEXT Same as TEXT, but with a maximum size of MEDIUMTEXT Same as TEXT, but with a maximum size of 
16K.16K.

►► SET Accepts zero or more of a predefined set of up to 64 SET Accepts zero or more of a predefined set of up to 64 
strings.strings.

►► TEXT VariableTEXT Variable--length text with a maximum size of 64K.length text with a maximum size of 64K.

►► TINYTEXT Same as TEXT, but with a maximum size of 255 TINYTEXT Same as TEXT, but with a maximum size of 255 
bytes.bytes.

►► VARCHAR Same as CHAR, but stores just the text. The size VARCHAR Same as CHAR, but stores just the text. The size 
is a maximum, not a minimum.is a maximum, not a minimum.
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Numeric Datatypes Numeric Datatypes 

►► BIT A bitBIT A bit--field, from 1 to 64 bits wide. (Prior to MySQL 5 BIT was functiofield, from 1 to 64 bits wide. (Prior to MySQL 5 BIT was functionally nally 
equivalent to TINYINT.)equivalent to TINYINT.)

►► BIGINT Integer value, supports numbers from BIGINT Integer value, supports numbers from --9223372036854775808 to 9223372036854775808 to 
9223372036854775807 (or 0 to 18446744073709551615 if UNSIGNED).9223372036854775807 (or 0 to 18446744073709551615 if UNSIGNED).

►► BOOLEAN (or BOOL)Boolean flag, either 0 or 1, used primarily forBOOLEAN (or BOOL)Boolean flag, either 0 or 1, used primarily for on/off flags.on/off flags.

►► DECIMAL (or DEC)Floating point values with varying levels of preDECIMAL (or DEC)Floating point values with varying levels of precision.cision.

►► DOUBLEDoubleDOUBLEDouble--precision floating point values.precision floating point values.

►► FLOATSingleFLOATSingle--precision floating point values.precision floating point values.

►► INT (or INTEGER)Integer value, supports numbers from INT (or INTEGER)Integer value, supports numbers from --2147483648 to 2147483648 to 
2147483647 (or 0 to 4294967295 if UNSIGNED).2147483647 (or 0 to 4294967295 if UNSIGNED).

►► MEDIUMINTInteger value, supports numbers from MEDIUMINTInteger value, supports numbers from --8388608 to 8388607 (or 0 8388608 to 8388607 (or 0 
to 16777215 if UNSIGNED).to 16777215 if UNSIGNED).

►► REAL4REAL4--byte floating point values.byte floating point values.

►► SMALLINTInteger value, supports numbers from SMALLINTInteger value, supports numbers from --32768 to 32767 (or 0 to 32768 to 32767 (or 0 to 
65535 if UNSIGNED)65535 if UNSIGNED)

►► TINYINTInteger value, supports numbers from TINYINTInteger value, supports numbers from --128 to 127 (or 0 to 255 if 128 to 127 (or 0 to 255 if 
UNSIGNED).UNSIGNED).
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Date and Time Datatypes Date and Time Datatypes 

►► DATE Date from 1000DATE Date from 1000--0101--01 to 999901 to 9999--1212--31 in the 31 in the 

format YYYYformat YYYY--MMMM--DD.DD.

►► DATETIMEA combination of DATE and TIME.DATETIMEA combination of DATE and TIME.

►► TIMESTAMP Functionally equivalent to DATETIME TIMESTAMP Functionally equivalent to DATETIME 

(but with a smaller range).(but with a smaller range).

►► TIME Time in the format HH:MM:SS.YEARA 2 or 4 TIME Time in the format HH:MM:SS.YEARA 2 or 4 

digit year, 2 digit years support a range of 70 digit year, 2 digit years support a range of 70 

(1970) to 69 (2069), 4 digit years support a range (1970) to 69 (2069), 4 digit years support a range 

of 1901 to 2155of 1901 to 2155
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Binary Datatypes Binary Datatypes 

►►BLOB Blob with a maximum length of 64K.BLOB Blob with a maximum length of 64K.

►►MEDIUMBLOB Blob with a maximum length MEDIUMBLOB Blob with a maximum length 

of 16MB.of 16MB.

►►LONGBLOB Blob with a maximum length of LONGBLOB Blob with a maximum length of 

4GB.4GB.

►►TINYBLOB Blob with a maximum length of TINYBLOB Blob with a maximum length of 

255 bytes255 bytes
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The First Normal Form

►Columns with similar content must be 
eliminated.

►A table must be created for each group of 
associated data.

►Each data record must be identifiable by 
means of a primary key.
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Second Normal Form

►Whenever the contents of columns repeat 
themselves, this means that the table must 
be divided into several subtables.

►These tables must be linked by foreign 
keys.
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Third Normal Form

►Columns that are not directly related to the 
primary key must be eliminated (that is, 
transplanted into a table of their own).

►A good example of normalizing a database 
can be found at the following Internet 
location:
� http://www.phpbuilder.com/columns/barry2000
0731.php3
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Create databaseCreate database

►CREATE DATABASE books

►USE books
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Create Table (1)Create Table (1)

CREATE TABLE customers CREATE TABLE customers 
( cust_id int NOT NULL AUTO_INCREMENT, ( cust_id int NOT NULL AUTO_INCREMENT, 
cust_name char(50) NOT NULL , cust_address cust_name char(50) NOT NULL , cust_address 
char(50) NULL , char(50) NULL , 
cust_city char(50) NULL , cust_city char(50) NULL , 
cust_state char(5) NULL , cust_state char(5) NULL , 
cust_zip char(10) NULL , cust_zip char(10) NULL , 
cust_country char(50) NULL , cust_country char(50) NULL , 
cust_contact char(50) NULL , cust_contact char(50) NULL , 
cust_email char(255) NULL , cust_email char(255) NULL , 
PRIMARY KEY (cust_id) )PRIMARY KEY (cust_id) )
ENGINE=InnoDB; ENGINE=InnoDB; 
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►► The actual table definition (all the columns) is The actual table definition (all the columns) is 
enclosed within parentheses. The columns enclosed within parentheses. The columns 
themselves are separated by commas. This themselves are separated by commas. This 
particular table is made up of nine columns. Each particular table is made up of nine columns. Each 
column definition starts with the column name column definition starts with the column name 
(which must be unique within the table), followed (which must be unique within the table), followed 
by the column's datatype by the column's datatype 

►► The table's primary key may be specified at table The table's primary key may be specified at table 
creation time using the PRIMARY KEY keywords; creation time using the PRIMARY KEY keywords; 
here, column cust_id is specified as the primary here, column cust_id is specified as the primary 
key column. The entire statement is terminated key column. The entire statement is terminated 
with a semicolon after the closing parenthesis with a semicolon after the closing parenthesis 
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►►The primary key is thus defined using a The primary key is thus defined using a 

statement such asstatement such as

PRIMARY KEY (vend_id) PRIMARY KEY (vend_id) 

►►AUTO_INCREMENT tells MySQL that this AUTO_INCREMENT tells MySQL that this 

column is to be automatically incremented column is to be automatically incremented 

each time a row is added. each time a row is added. 

►►AUTO_INCREMENT column is allowed per AUTO_INCREMENT column is allowed per 

table table 
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Create Table (2)Create Table (2)

CREATE TABLE orderitems ( CREATE TABLE orderitems ( 

order_num int NOT NULL , order_num int NOT NULL , 

order_item int NOT NULL , order_item int NOT NULL , 

prod_id char(10) NOT NULL ,prod_id char(10) NOT NULL ,

quantity int NOT NULL , quantity int NOT NULL , 

item_price decimal(8,2) NOT NULL , item_price decimal(8,2) NOT NULL , 

PRIMARY KEY (order_num, order_item) ) PRIMARY KEY (order_num, order_item) ) 

ENGINE=InnoDB; ENGINE=InnoDB; 
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Create Table (3)Create Table (3)

CREATE TABLE orders ( CREATE TABLE orders ( 

order_num int NOT NULL order_num int NOT NULL 

AUTO_INCREMENT, AUTO_INCREMENT, 

order_date datetime NOT NULL , order_date datetime NOT NULL , 

cust_id int NOT NULL , cust_id int NOT NULL , 

PRIMARY KEY (order_num) ) PRIMARY KEY (order_num) ) 

ENGINE=InnoDB; ENGINE=InnoDB; 
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►►orders contains three columns: order orders contains three columns: order 

number, order date, and the customer ID. number, order date, and the customer ID. 

All three columns are required, and so each All three columns are required, and so each 

contains the keyword NOT NULL. T contains the keyword NOT NULL. T 
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Create Table (4)Create Table (4)

CREATE TABLE orderitems ( CREATE TABLE orderitems ( 

order_num int NOT NULL , order_num int NOT NULL , 

order_item int NOT NULL , order_item int NOT NULL , 

prod_id char(10) NOT NULL , prod_id char(10) NOT NULL , 

quantity int NOT NULL DEFAULT 1, quantity int NOT NULL DEFAULT 1, 

item_price decimal(8,2) NOT NULL , item_price decimal(8,2) NOT NULL , 

PRIMARY KEY (order_num, order_item) PRIMARY KEY (order_num, order_item) 

) ENGINE=InnoDB; ) ENGINE=InnoDB; 
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►►adding the text DEFAULT 1 to the column adding the text DEFAULT 1 to the column 
description instructs MySQL to use a description instructs MySQL to use a 
quantity of 1 if no quantity is specifiedquantity of 1 if no quantity is specified

►►Unlike most DBMSs, MySQL does not allow Unlike most DBMSs, MySQL does not allow 
the use of functions as DEFAULT values; the use of functions as DEFAULT values; 
only constants are supportedonly constants are supported

►►use DEFAULT values instead of NULL use DEFAULT values instead of NULL 
columns, especially in columns that will be columns, especially in columns that will be 
used in calculations or data groupings.  used in calculations or data groupings.  
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►►MySQL has an internal engine that actually MySQL has an internal engine that actually 

manages and manipulates data. When you use the manages and manipulates data. When you use the 

CREATE TABLE statement, that engine is used to CREATE TABLE statement, that engine is used to 

actually create the tables, and when you use the actually create the tables, and when you use the 

SELECT statement or perform any other database SELECT statement or perform any other database 

processing, the engine is used internally to processing, the engine is used internally to 

process your request. For the most part, the process your request. For the most part, the 

engine is buried within the DBMS and you need engine is buried within the DBMS and you need 

not pay much attention to it. not pay much attention to it. 

►►MySQL does not come with a single engine MySQL does not come with a single engine 
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►►why bother shipping multiple engines? why bother shipping multiple engines? 

Because they each have different Because they each have different 

capabilities and featurescapabilities and features

►►If you omit the ENGINE= statement, the If you omit the ENGINE= statement, the 

default engine is used (most likely MyISAM), default engine is used (most likely MyISAM), 

and most of your SQL statements will work and most of your SQL statements will work 

as is as is 
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Here are several engines of which to be aware:Here are several engines of which to be aware:

►► InnoDB is a transactionInnoDB is a transaction--safe engine. It does not safe engine. It does not 
support fullsupport full--text searching.text searching.

►►MEMORY is functionally equivalent to MyISAM, but MEMORY is functionally equivalent to MyISAM, but 
as data is stored in memory (instead of on disk) it as data is stored in memory (instead of on disk) it 
is extremely fast (and ideally suited for temporary is extremely fast (and ideally suited for temporary 
tables).tables).

►►MyISAM is a very highMyISAM is a very high--performance engine. It performance engine. It 
supports fullsupports full--text searching, but does not support text searching, but does not support 
transactional processingtransactional processing
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►►Engine types may be mixedEngine types may be mixed

►►Foreign Keys Can't Span Engines There is Foreign Keys Can't Span Engines There is 

one big downside to mixing engine types. one big downside to mixing engine types. 

Foreign keys cannot span engines. That is, Foreign keys cannot span engines. That is, 

a table using one engine cannot have a a table using one engine cannot have a 

foreign key referring to a table that uses foreign key referring to a table that uses 

another engine.another engine.
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Updating Tables Updating Tables 

►►the ALTER TABLE statement is used. But, the ALTER TABLE statement is used. But, 
ideally, tables should never be altered after ideally, tables should never be altered after 
they contain data they contain data 

►►ALTER TABLE vendors ALTER TABLE vendors 
ADD vend_phone CHAR(20); ADD vend_phone CHAR(20); 

►►statement adds a column named statement adds a column named 
vend_phone to the vendors table vend_phone to the vendors table 

►►ALTER TABLE Vendors ALTER TABLE Vendors 
DROP COLUMN vend_phone;DROP COLUMN vend_phone;
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ALTER TABLE orderitems ALTER TABLE orderitems 
ADD CONSTRAINT fk_orderitems_orders FOREIGN KEY ADD CONSTRAINT fk_orderitems_orders FOREIGN KEY 
(order_num) REFERENCES orders (order_num); (order_num) REFERENCES orders (order_num); 

ALTER TABLE orderitems ALTER TABLE orderitems 
ADD CONSTRAINT fk_orderitems_products FOREIGN KEY ADD CONSTRAINT fk_orderitems_products FOREIGN KEY 
(prod_id) REFERENCES products (prod_id); (prod_id) REFERENCES products (prod_id); 

ALTER TABLE orders ALTER TABLE orders 
ADD CONSTRAINT fk_orders_customers FOREIGN KEY ADD CONSTRAINT fk_orders_customers FOREIGN KEY 
(cust_id) REFERENCES customers (cust_id);(cust_id) REFERENCES customers (cust_id);

ALTER TABLE products ALTER TABLE products 
ADD CONSTRAINT fk_products_vendors FOREIGN KEY ADD CONSTRAINT fk_products_vendors FOREIGN KEY 
(vend_id) REFERENCES vendors (vend_id); (vend_id) REFERENCES vendors (vend_id); 
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►►Here four ALTER TABLE statements are Here four ALTER TABLE statements are 

used, as four different tables are being used, as four different tables are being 

altered. To make multiple alterations to a altered. To make multiple alterations to a 

single table, a single ALTER TABLE single table, a single ALTER TABLE 

statement could be used with each of the statement could be used with each of the 

alterations specified comma delimited alterations specified comma delimited 
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Deleting TablesDeleting Tables

►►DROP TABLE customers2; DROP TABLE customers2; 

�� deletes the customers2 table (assuming it deletes the customers2 table (assuming it 

exists). There is no confirmation, nor is there an exists). There is no confirmation, nor is there an 

undoexecuting the statement will permanently undoexecuting the statement will permanently 

remove the table. remove the table. 
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Renaming TablesRenaming Tables

►►RENAME TABLE customers2 TO customers;RENAME TABLE customers2 TO customers;

►►RENAME TABLE does just that, it renames a RENAME TABLE does just that, it renames a 

table. Multiple tables may be renamed in table. Multiple tables may be renamed in 

one operation using the syntax:one operation using the syntax:

�� RENAME TABLE RENAME TABLE 

backup_customers TO customers, backup_customers TO customers, 

backup_vendors TO vendors, backup_vendors TO vendors, 

backup_products TO products; backup_products TO products; 
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ViewsViews

►►Requires MySQL 5 Support for views was Requires MySQL 5 Support for views was 

added to MySQL 5. As such, this chapter is added to MySQL 5. As such, this chapter is 

applicable to MySQL 5 or later onlyapplicable to MySQL 5 or later only

►►Views are virtual tables. Unlike tables that Views are virtual tables. Unlike tables that 

contain data, views simply contain queries contain data, views simply contain queries 

that dynamically retrieve data when used.that dynamically retrieve data when used.
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►► you used the following SELECT statement to you used the following SELECT statement to 
retrieve data from three tables:retrieve data from three tables:
�� SELECT cust_name, cust_contact FROM customers, SELECT cust_name, cust_contact FROM customers, 
orders, orderitems WHERE customers.cust_id = orders, orderitems WHERE customers.cust_id = 
orders.cust_id AND orderitems.order_num = orders.cust_id AND orderitems.order_num = 
orders.order_num AND prod_id = 'TNT2';orders.order_num AND prod_id = 'TNT2';

►► That query was used to retrieve the customers That query was used to retrieve the customers 
who had ordered a specific product. Anyone who had ordered a specific product. Anyone 
needing this data would have to understand the needing this data would have to understand the 
table structure, as well as how to create the query table structure, as well as how to create the query 
and join the tables and join the tables 
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►► imagine that you could wrap that entire query in a imagine that you could wrap that entire query in a 

virtual table called virtual table called productcustomersproductcustomers. You could . You could 

then simply do the following to retrieve the same then simply do the following to retrieve the same 

data:data:

�� SELECT cust_name, cust_contact FROMSELECT cust_name, cust_contact FROM

productcustomers WHERE prod_id = 'TNT2'; productcustomers WHERE prod_id = 'TNT2'; 

►► productcustomers is a view, and as a view, it does productcustomers is a view, and as a view, it does 

not contain any actual columns or data as a table not contain any actual columns or data as a table 

would. Instead, it contains a SQL querythe same would. Instead, it contains a SQL querythe same 

query used previously to join the tables properly query used previously to join the tables properly 
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Why Use Views Why Use Views 

►► To reuse SQL statements.To reuse SQL statements.

►► To simplify complex SQL operations. After the To simplify complex SQL operations. After the 
query is written, it can be reused easily, without query is written, it can be reused easily, without 
having to know the details of the underlying query having to know the details of the underlying query 
itself.itself.

►► To expose parts of a table instead of complete To expose parts of a table instead of complete 
tables.tables.

►► To secure data. Users can be given access to To secure data. Users can be given access to 
specific subsets of tables instead of to entire specific subsets of tables instead of to entire 
tables.tables.
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►► To change data formatting and representation. Views can To change data formatting and representation. Views can 
return data formatted and presented differently from their return data formatted and presented differently from their 

underlying tablesunderlying tables..
►► after views are created, they can be used in the same way after views are created, they can be used in the same way 
as tables. You can perform SELECT operations, filter and as tables. You can perform SELECT operations, filter and 
sort data, join views to other views or tables, and possibly sort data, join views to other views or tables, and possibly 
even add and update dataeven add and update data

►► Because views contain no data, any retrieval needed to Because views contain no data, any retrieval needed to 
execute a query must be processed every time the view is execute a query must be processed every time the view is 
used. If you create complex views with multiple joins and used. If you create complex views with multiple joins and 
filters, or if you nest views, you may find that performance filters, or if you nest views, you may find that performance 
is dramatically degraded. is dramatically degraded. 
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►►CREATE VIEW productcustomers AS SELECT CREATE VIEW productcustomers AS SELECT 

cust_name, cust_contact, prod_id FROM cust_name, cust_contact, prod_id FROM 

customers, orders, orderitems WHERE customers, orders, orderitems WHERE 

customers.cust_id = orders.cust_id AND customers.cust_id = orders.cust_id AND 

orderitems.order_num = orders.order_num; orderitems.order_num = orders.order_num; 

�� statement creates a view named statement creates a view named 

productcustomers, which joins three tables to productcustomers, which joins three tables to 

return a list of all customers who have ordered return a list of all customers who have ordered 

any product any product 
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Understanding Access Control Understanding Access Control 

►► Users should have appropriate access to the data they Users should have appropriate access to the data they 
need, no more and no less. In other words, users should need, no more and no less. In other words, users should 
not have too much access to too much data. not have too much access to too much data. 
�� Most users need to read and write data from tables, but few userMost users need to read and write data from tables, but few users s 
will ever need to be able to create and drop tables.will ever need to be able to create and drop tables.

�� Some users might need to read tables but might not need to Some users might need to read tables but might not need to 
update them.update them.

�� You might want to allow users to add data, but not delete data.You might want to allow users to add data, but not delete data.

�� Some users (managers or administrators) might need rights to Some users (managers or administrators) might need rights to 
manipulate user accounts, but most should not.manipulate user accounts, but most should not.

�� You might want users to access data via stored procedures, but You might want users to access data via stored procedures, but 
never directly.never directly.

�� You might want to restrict access to some functionality based onYou might want to restrict access to some functionality based on
from where the user is logging in.from where the user is logging in.
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►► It is important to note that access control is not just It is important to note that access control is not just 
intended to keep out users with malicious intent. More intended to keep out users with malicious intent. More 
often than not, data nightmares are the result of an often than not, data nightmares are the result of an 
inadvertent mistake, a mistyped MySQL statement, being inadvertent mistake, a mistyped MySQL statement, being 
in the wrong database, or some other user error. Access in the wrong database, or some other user error. Access 
control helps avoid these situations by ensuring that users control helps avoid these situations by ensuring that users 
are unable to execute statements they should not be are unable to execute statements they should not be 
executing executing 

►► The root login should be considered sacred. Use it only The root login should be considered sacred. Use it only 
when absolutely needed (perhaps if you cannot get in to when absolutely needed (perhaps if you cannot get in to 
other administrative accounts). root should never be used other administrative accounts). root should never be used 
in dayin day--toto--day MySQL operations.day MySQL operations.
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Managing UsersManaging Users

►►MySQL user accounts and information are MySQL user accounts and information are 
stored in a MySQL database named mysql. stored in a MySQL database named mysql. 
You usually do not need to access the mysql You usually do not need to access the mysql 
database and tables directly database and tables directly 

►►CREATE USER ben IDENTIFIED BY CREATE USER ben IDENTIFIED BY 
'p@$$w0rd'; 'p@$$w0rd'; 
�� CREATE USER creates a new user account. A CREATE USER creates a new user account. A 
password need not be specified at user account password need not be specified at user account 
creation time, but this example does specify a creation time, but this example does specify a 
password using IDENTIFIED BY 'p@$$w0rd'.password using IDENTIFIED BY 'p@$$w0rd'.
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►► RENAME USER ben TO bforta; RENAME USER ben TO bforta; 
�� RENAME USER is only supported in MySQL 5 or later. To RENAME USER is only supported in MySQL 5 or later. To 
rename a user in earlier versions of MySQL, use rename a user in earlier versions of MySQL, use 
UPDATE to update the user table directly UPDATE to update the user table directly 

►► DROP USER bforta;DROP USER bforta;
�� DROP USER deletes user accounts and all associated DROP USER deletes user accounts and all associated 
account rights and privileges. Prior to MySQL 5 DROP account rights and privileges. Prior to MySQL 5 DROP 
USER could only be used to drop user accounts with no USER could only be used to drop user accounts with no 
associated account rights and privileges. As such, if you associated account rights and privileges. As such, if you 
are using an older version of MySQL you will need to are using an older version of MySQL you will need to 
first remove associated account rights and privileges first remove associated account rights and privileges 
using REVOKE, and then use DROP USER to delete the using REVOKE, and then use DROP USER to delete the 
actual account. actual account. 
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Setting Access Rights Setting Access Rights 

►► SHOW GRANTS FOR bforta; SHOW GRANTS FOR bforta; 

►► shows that user bforta has a single right granted, USAGE shows that user bforta has a single right granted, USAGE 

ON *.*. USAGE means no rights at all (not overly ON *.*. USAGE means no rights at all (not overly 

intuitive, I know), so the results mean no rights to intuitive, I know), so the results mean no rights to 

anything on any database and any table anything on any database and any table 
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►► GRANT SELECT ON crashcourse.* TO beforta; GRANT SELECT ON crashcourse.* TO beforta; 

�� allows the use of SELECT on crashcourse.* (crashcourse allows the use of SELECT on crashcourse.* (crashcourse 

database, all tables). By granting SELECT access only, database, all tables). By granting SELECT access only, 

user bforta has readuser bforta has read--only access to all data in the only access to all data in the 

crashcourse database.crashcourse database.

►► REVOKE SELECT ON crashcourse.* FROM beforta; REVOKE SELECT ON crashcourse.* FROM beforta; 

�� takes away the SELECT access just granted to user takes away the SELECT access just granted to user 

bforta. The access being revoked must exist or an error bforta. The access being revoked must exist or an error 

will be thrown will be thrown 
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►► GRANT and REVOKE can be used to control access GRANT and REVOKE can be used to control access 

at several levels:at several levels:

�� Entire server, using GRANT ALL and REVOKE ALLEntire server, using GRANT ALL and REVOKE ALL

�� Entire database, using ON database.*Entire database, using ON database.*

�� Specific tables, using ON database.tableSpecific tables, using ON database.table

�� Specific columnsSpecific columns

�� Specific stored proceduresSpecific stored procedures

►► Refer to Refer to Table 28.1. Rights and PrivilegesTable 28.1. Rights and Privileges
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►►GRANT SELECT, INSERT ON crashcourse.* GRANT SELECT, INSERT ON crashcourse.* 

TO beforta;TO beforta;

►►SET PASSWORD FOR bforta = SET PASSWORD FOR bforta = 

Password('n3w p@$$w0rd');Password('n3w p@$$w0rd');

�� updates a user password. The new password updates a user password. The new password 

must be encrypted by being passed to the must be encrypted by being passed to the 

Password() function. Password() function. 
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Latihan / DiskusiLatihan / Diskusi

►►Praktek membuat databasePraktek membuat database

►►Praktek membuat tabelPraktek membuat tabel
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